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Decorative Surfaces

Water-resistant Overlay for Interior
and Exterior Applications
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Next-generation Overlay — Flexible, Durable, Eco-friendly
Arclin’s next generation of resin-saturated overlays creates a world of opportunity —
in application flexibility, in performance, and in benefits to both project and the
environment.
Arclin has developed a proprietary acrylic saturating system that when applied to
industrial Kraft paper, creates a water-resistant, flexible, scrub- and abrasion- resistant
surface that can also act as a moisture vapor barrier. These qualities make it ideal for
many residential, commercial and industrial applications. From interior walls and ceilings
to areas under roof soffits, from parking structures to industrial kitchens, the overlay
maintains its performance characteristics even in environments that get intermittently
wet. The product can be made to the color of your choice.
Arclin’s water-resistant overlay is E-Gen®-certified for its environmentally sustainable
attributes. It has no added formaldehyde, making it free of all components on the LEED
Living Building Challenge RED list.*
Benefits of our flexible, water-resistant overlay:
• Water resistance in both interior and exterior environments
• Abrasion- and scrub-resistance, up to 200 cycles
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What goes into our products
makes yours green.

Arclin applies its E-Gen®
designation only to its products
that are expressly engineered to
meet or exceed existing product
performance standards and
to reduce manufacturing and
downstream environmental impact.

• Sturdy enough to take an emboss, enhancing its application flexibility
• As a CLT vapor barrier, minimizes wetting during construction
• Achieves excellent Cobb ring testing results, even after embossing
• Contains no added formaldehyde, making it free of components on LEED
Living Building Challenge’s RED list and qualifying for Arclin’s
E-Gen designation
* Does not apply to the white version of the product which contains TiO2.

More product benefits at www.arclin.com • 1.877.689.9145
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